
I am standing at the edge of Loch Aonaranach. Thick, silver hair streaked with threads of

mahogany tied in a loose bun at the nape of my neck, and a pair of leather winter walking boots

the colour of burnt umber armouring my feet against the dew-ridden undergrowth. My body is

clad in heavy cotton twill dungarees that have been dyed a deep navy-blue, layered with a plaid

green button-up shirt underneath and a thick, black, knee-length duffle coat thrown on top; fists

bundled up inside the sleeves in an attempt to keep my fingers from freezing. My gaze follows

the mountains that lie across the water’s glassy surface, tracing them from peak to base, then

base to peak, and up into the sky where they border the Loch from edge to edge and beyond.

Then, I am lost. Totally and completely unaware of myself. Unaware that I am a person, a body,

existing as a human being on planet Earth at this moment. I have become one with the endless

flow of nature: I am the soft, barely rippling water licking the stones on the shore; the freezing

air that gets pulled down a throat and into lungs then pushed back out, up an esophagus and

through an open mouth – warm and cloudy; the benign giants standing tall and strong: the pine,

the larch and the birch.

It’s the nearby cry of a crow that flings me back into my own body. My memories take a

little longer to catch up, and for a blissful second I am able to exist completely as myself:

Cassandra Newman, free from misery. It’s in these precious moments that I experience the

fleeting feeling of peace. Then my memories settle back in and the black ice that has taken ahold

of my heart over the last four months returns with it; it’s indomitable fingers reaching a little

further into me – interest for the seconds of relief. The guilt comes next, and I curse myself for

enjoying any time that I have forgotten about her. Ashen hair reaching just past her collar bones,

usually in a plait and always tied with one of those bloody half-broken hair-bands where the

elastic has snapped and stops half-way but apparently still works if you loop it around enough



times. She would refuse to throw anything out that ‘still has some life left in it’ –  I guess that

makes her own ‘throwing out’ kind of ironic. I press my fingers into my temples and squeeze my

eyes shut tightly, telling myself no, don’t go there now. Stamping my feet a couple of times to get

the blood flowing again, I press my lips together to produce a little saliva, running tongue over

teeth and gums to moisten and warm them where they have been exposed to the dry winter air. I

attempt to recentre myself on task and search for the reason I came here, sifting through every

single thought, even the ones that hover precariously at the edges of my mind threatening to fall

off and be lost forever at any second, but they all seem to be about her. This sort of thing has

been happening more and more often over the last month or so; I suppose it could just be that

I’m getting on a bit, I will be sixty-six very soon and my brain isn’t as nimble as it once was -

but this feels different. It’s as if these memories are so strong, so all-consuming, that they

somehow push everything else out and there isn’t any space left inside my head. A couple of

weeks ago I read an article that said intense grief can cause dementia-like symptoms and I

wonder if that’s what is happening to me. It has certainly crossed my mind whether I should sell

our house here on the out-skirts of Durness and move closer to a city, somewhere I can get

regular assistance should I become unable to care for myself fully. I would be lying if I said that I

wasn’t struggling to keep on top of the things that need doing everyday; but the thought of

selling the home we shared for so many years is practically unthinkable. It would be an act of

betrayal to leave the life that we built together behind. I have considered writing to friends and

asking for help; if they could perhaps come and stay a while, give me a hand with some of the

jobs that need doing around the house and the like. And I know deep down that many, if not all,

of them would be up here in a flash - but the voice of doubt always talks me out of it, convincing

me I’m a burden, that they’re only saying yes because they feel sorry for me. Pathetic old Cass.



I stand next to the Loch for another five minutes, knowing that there must have been a reason for

my coming here since I haven’t been out walking since my knees started getting really bad about

a month ago.

‘For christ sakes Cassy, get a bloody grip of yourself!’ I growl, frustrated and upset, but it

doesn’t help to jog my memory and eventually I give up and start walking back the way I came,

hopeful that I’ll remember as I go. But when I reach the car it feels further away than ever, so I

get in and turn on the engine.

By the time I arrive home the cold has made its way deep into my limbs, expanding inside my

joints like a bubble so that movement is met with a strange, spongy resistance. However my

knees are in an almost unbearable agony, swollen and practically unbending as if they have been

literally frozen, making it impossible for me to walk properly. I push on through to the kitchen,

making straight for the tall oak medicine cabinet that stands alone against the back wall, about a

metre to the left of my trusty old AGA cooker. The heavy doors let out a long groan upon

opening that resonates with me deeply, and I allow my fingers to skim over and through the

hundreds of various receptacles holding tinctures, oils, balms, powders and brews. I curse myself

for always leaving the cupboard so disorganised, one of the many jobs on my to-do list, and

mumble that after forty plus years of being a practising herbalist I should be able to keep my

supplies at least semi-organised. Thankfully it doesn’t take me long to find what I’m looking for

- a small amber bottle labelled ‘pain relief: strong’. I slip the bottle into the pocket of my

dungarees and hobble over to the counter that lines the right-hand wall, grabbing a mug, a

tea-bag, and the little jug of milk I had forgotten to put in the fridge this morning. As I turn to

leave the kitchen I get a strong whiff of the curry I prepared this morning, reminding me of the



reason I went down to the Loch earlier - to gather some of the perpetual spinach that grows in the

woods there. I tell myself that I really must start writing these things down but make no attempt

to do so, and make my way through to the living room next door.

I set the cup and jug down next to a pile of unopened letters on the coffee table and

thump into the old mustard-yellow armchair that sits next to it. Reaching into my pocket, I fish

out the amber bottle and unscrew the cap, allowing an odor so pungent to escape that I can

almost see a faint puff of vapour swirl out of the neck and into the air in front of me. A squeeze

of the rubber nib sucks a small amount of liquid up into the glass dropper which I then hover

above my open mouth before letting one, two, three beads fall onto the skin under my curled

tongue, fizzing ever so slightly upon contact. Within minutes the tincture is working its magic,

the sensation similar to having that first dram of whisky - a soft, sluggish warmth that starts in

the feet and works its way up through the rest of the body, reddening the cheeks on arrival in the

head. I sit still for a few minutes allowing the tincture to seep into my joints and bones before

testing out my left leg by extending and retracting it a few times. Observing the lack of pain I

heave myself out of the chair and gently lower myself to the floor in front of the wood-burning

stove that stands directly opposite. I collect some paper, cardboard and scraps of bark from a

round wicker basket to the right, arranging them into a little nest inside the stove with purpose

and concentration. I place a few logs on top and slip a small chunk of firelighter beneath the

kindling, striking a match and setting it alight, then sit back on my heels to watch my work come

to fruition. It needs a few good lungfuls of air but before long the flames have a good hold on the

logs, so I shut the little door and carefully bring myself to my feet. Swiping the small copper

kettle off the mantle-piece, I give it a quick swirl to check there’s enough water for a cup of tea,

and place it on the stove to boil. As I slump backwards into my chair, I catch the edge of the



coffee table with my calf, jolting it and scattering onto the floor a pile of letters that have been

sitting there untouched for weeks; I cannot abide the thought of so many one-sided conversations

filled with condolences and sympathies that make her death feel unbearably immutable. A

cream-yellow envelope grabs my attention and I notice that the address is written in the beautiful

and unmistakable cursive handwriting of my oldest and closest friend, Annie. Forgetting my

apprehension towards the letters in a second, I tear into the envelope, slipping the letter paper

from its jacket with a deep sigh that emerges from the depths of my stomach and fills my cheeks

on the exhale. The date carefully written in the top right-hand corner stares at me accusingly -

‘December 2nd 1996’ - received nineteen days ago.

‘My dearest Cass,

I know you haven’t replied to my last letter yet so I hope this one doesn’t come across as pushy.

I’ve tried phoning a few times since too but my calls aren’t able to connect, has your phone

broken? I really miss you, and I’m starting to worry. You and Sarah -’

At reading her name an incredibly paradoxical feeling of intense despair and complete emotional

stagnation strikes me right through the chest. I muster up every bit of strength I have and carry

on reading, ‘- are on my mind all the time at the moment. I keep thinking back to ‘63 and ‘64

when the three of us lived together in that shitty little flat in Shoreditch, I can see it like a reel

playing constantly in my head, running parallel to my real life - I hope that doesn’t sound too

crazy. It’s so strange, I’ve never even really thought back to that time much before.’

Unable to read any more about Sarah I start skimming through the letter, about ready to stuff it

back in its envelope when the last paragraph catches my eye.

‘I’m wondering whether you would object to me coming up to visit for a wee while?’ a

tiny spark ignites in my chest and the black ice starts to sweat.



‘I’ve been thinking about getting away from the city for a few weeks now, so if I

wouldn’t be too much of a burden would that be okay? Of course I totally understand if you

would rather have your space -’ I put the letter down, not bothering to finish the sentence and

stand up to plug the phone back in. As I do, the envelope falls from my lap to the floor and out of

it slips a small piece of paper with the words ‘Kew Gardens, August 1964’ printed on it neatly in

black ink. Turning it over reveals a photograph of Annie, Sarah and myself standing there in

front of an enormous oak tree, arms draped across each other's shoulders; laughter and joy

radiating from our expressions. The tiny spark in my chest grows to a small flame and the black

ice starts to melt, water flowing down my cheeks.


